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HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF: SOME NEW FACES BEHIND SEX TRAFFICKING ARE MORE FAMILIAR THAN YOU THINK

Mary Graw Leary*

INTRODUCTION

“Don’t Be Evil”
—Google’s Former Motto

“Sex traffickers in America have the police and prosecutors pursuing them, but they do have one crucial (if secret) ally: Google.”
—Nicholas Kristof

A. Trafficking, Slavery, and a History of Complicity

As the legislative fight against human trafficking approaches its twentieth anniversary, much has changed in the legal and social landscape. Like the domestic violence movement before it, the human trafficking movement has led to a paradigm shift of society’s contemporary understanding of human trafficking generally and sex trafficking in particular. This shift includes a significant reeducation regarding the actualities of human trafficking and what it means to be a survivor or perpetrator of sex trafficking. In large part, this reframing represents a positive development in that it reflects the reality of the human trafficking industry, not the myths. This shift is most exemplified in the

* Professor of Law, The Catholic University of America, Columbus School of Law. Special thanks to the staff of the Emory Law Journal for its work and commitment to addressing these important issues; Editor Richard Kubiak for his professionalism and patience; Rebecca Deverter and Elizabeth Ulan for outstanding research; Julie Kendrick for excellent drafting support; and to human trafficking survivors and their courage to persevere.

1 Kate Conger, Google Removes ‘Don’t Be Evil’ Clause from Its Code of Conduct, GIZMODO (May 18, 2018, 5:31 PM), https://gizmodo.com/google-removes-nearly-all-mentions-of-dont-be-evil-from-1826153393 (noting “Don’t Be Evil” was a central component of Google’s Code of Conduct since 2000, but was quietly removed in 2018).


understanding of human trafficking as a form of modern-day slavery.4

Many different aspects of human trafficking policy demonstrate this understanding of sex trafficking as modern-day slavery. For example, the contemporary understanding of trafficked people has transformed over the last few decades—once derogatorily referred to as “prostitutes,” these trafficked people are now understood to be victims and survivors of sex trafficking.5 Similarly, federal law unequivocally recognizes those who knowingly purchase sex trafficking victims as not simply “clients” or “johns,” but as sex traffickers.6 This societal and cultural movement also includes consumers rethinking the role they play in demand for goods produced by slave labor.7 Most relevantly here, Congress amended federal law to explicitly recognize that those who knowingly benefit from human trafficking are actually considered human traffickers themselves.8

Yet resistance to some legal changes and efforts to ensure accountability persists in the fight against human trafficking. As collective knowledge increases about the nature of trafficking, protections are slowly peeled away

---


5 Malika Saada Saar, There Is No Such Thing as a Child Prostitute, WASH. POST (Feb. 17, 2014), https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/there-is-no-such-thing-as-a-child-prostitute/2014/02/14/631ebd26-8ec7-11e3-b227-12a45d0f9e03_story.html; Yasmine Vafa, There Is No Such Thing as a ‘Child Prostitute’, NAT’L COUNCIL JUV. & FAM. CT. JUDGES, http://www.ncjfcj.org/there-no-such-thing-child-prostitute (last visited May 4, 2019). Trafficked people are referred to as both victims and survivors of human trafficking. Compare Human Trafficking Task Force E-Guide, OFF. FOR VICTIMS CRIME TRAINING & TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE CTR., https://www.ovcttac.gov/taskforceguide/eguide/ (last visited May 4, 2019), with Survivor Stories, POLARIS, https://polarisproject.org/blog/survivor-stories (last visited May 4, 2019). There is increasing consensus that people who have survived human trafficking should be referenced as “survivors,” not “victims.” However, people currently subjected to human trafficking are victims of exploitation. Because this Essay refers to people currently and formerly trafficked, it will use both terms. The Author agrees that all people victimized in this way are more than their victimization and are survivors.


7 INTER-Agency CoORDINaTion GROUP AGAINST TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS, PREVENTING TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS BY ADDRESSING DEMAND (2014).

from traffickers. Society learns more about those who benefit from the largely unregulated industry of human trafficking. Consequently, the face of the human trafficker or those who benefit from this enterprise comes more into focus. It no longer is exclusively defined as the “pimp” on the corner selling women’s bodies to sex purchasers. Rather, as recent hearings in the Senate demonstrate, the face of human trafficking can include corporate America.9

It comes as no surprise that big business, intentionally or not, benefits from human trafficking, just as certain industries in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries benefited from slavery. Human trafficking is an economic, as well as criminal, endeavor. Low labor costs in both legitimate and illegitimate businesses provide a competitive advantage to businesses and thus present a temptation to them.10 Similarly, some businesses indirectly benefit from the success of illicit businesses that exploit others. Legal distinctions exist between entities that unwittingly benefit from human trafficking and entities that more directly engage in forced labor and sex trafficking. Consequently, those who indirectly, but knowingly, benefit are increasingly being exposed.11 As more is learned of the breadth of human trafficking, a brighter light is shining on commercial activity around human trafficking and that light exposes more businesses engaging in an aggressive pursuit of economic interests at the cost of marginalized people swept up in modern-day slavery.

This Essay examines an example of such a pursuit. It argues that the historical pattern of businesses that benefit directly or indirectly from the slave trade opposing efforts to end that sale of human beings is repeating itself today. Some tech companies and other members of the digital economy face a perverse motivation: they profit indirectly from online sex trafficking and risk decreased profits from a more regulated Internet. As such, they take on the same role of the cotton and textile merchants of the nineteenth century, arguing for legislative action that will continue to enable the trade and exploitation of human beings, thereby allowing them to retain their uncompromised massive corporate profits. This Essay explores this historical pattern by examining how some actors in the tech industry in general have embarked on a campaign to protect an unregulated

---

9 See generally STAFF OF S. PERMANENT SUBCOMM. ON INVESTIGATIONS, 115TH CONG., BACKPAGE.COM’S KNOWING FACILITATION OF ONLINE SEX TRAFFICKING (2017) [hereinafter SENATE REPORT].


Internet at all costs, even the cost of children sold into sex trafficking. By focusing on recent developments regarding government efforts to disrupt online sex trafficking, this Essay demonstrates that these companies have combatted efforts to impede online sex trafficking before all three branches of government. Their methods include direct opposition to legal reforms and creating surrogates to advocate for their positions in courts by supporting companies engaged in sex trafficking. They also utilize their lobbying efforts in Congress and in the Executive Branch to advance an unregulated Internet agenda. The result of these efforts has been to stymy progress in combatting sex trafficking in the name of maintaining market dominance.

Part I of this Essay briefly reviews the history of the response of businesses that benefited from slavery to the abolitionist movement and examines parallel arguments made today by the business community and its surrogates to slow, if not cease, efforts to end exploitation. Part II examines how such business entities create a cadre of surrogates to advance arguments opposing regulation of the Internet—which are primarily rooted in benefits to their economic interests, and that ignore the cost of exploiting others. It then examines how these entities have directly, or through surrogates, opposed not only Internet regulation, but anti-trafficking policies more generally in the name of economic advancement. This Part next focuses specifically on litigation surrounding the tech industry’s support of Craigslist and Backpage, some of the largest online sex trafficking figures—one of whom the Senate labeled as a company that knowingly facilitated child sex trafficking and whose CEO has pleaded guilty to sex trafficking. Finally, Part II examines how these companies directly lobby or utilize other entities to lobby the Legislature and Executive to obtain laws favorable to their business interests at a cost to sex trafficking victims.

B. A Case Study on Recent Legislation Regarding Online Sex Trafficking

This Essay will use as a vehicle for discussion recent efforts to impede online sex trafficking and commercial resistance to it. As a threshold matter, a brief description of this legislation is in order.

As the Internet developed, it became a growing market for business—both

---

12 See Senate Report, supra note 9, at 36–40.
14 For a full discussion of the history of this legislation, see Mary Graw Leary, The Indecency and Injustice of Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act, 41 HARV. J.L. & PUB. POL`Y 553 (2018).
legitimate and illegitimate. In some ways the Internet has proven to be the perfect platform for criminal activity because of the abuse of Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act, which provides limited immunity from civil suit in some instances. Sex trafficking is the most egregious example of the perversion of Section 230 to create a regime of de facto absolute immunity for online entities. The suitability of the Internet to sell human beings, and the abuse of Section 230 to provide immunity for doing so, led to an explosion of online sex trafficking. This resulted in websites creating a massive sex trafficking marketplace with impunity.

Congress did not intend for this. It designed Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act to accomplish the dual goals of facilitating a robust Internet and shielding families from explicit content. Therefore, it provided limited immunity for Internet service providers who acted as good Samaritans and attempted to shield users from explicit content. It also directed that Internet service providers should not be treated as publishers of content created by third parties and placed on their platforms. It never intended to shield such providers from liability for knowingly engaging in criminal activity in general—and certainly not for knowingly engaging in sexual exploitation of trafficking victims.

However, as sex trafficking increased on the Internet, law enforcement, sex trafficking survivors, and the estates of victims who did not survive attempted to hold these platforms responsible for their participation in selling trafficking victims—even children—online for sex. They did so by utilizing the private

---

16 See generally Leary, supra note 14.
17 47 U.S.C. § 230(a)-(b); see also S. REP. NO. 104-23, at 59 (1995) (“The information superhighway should be safe for families and children. . . . The decency provisions increase the penalties for obscene, indecent, harassing or other wrongful uses of telecommunications facilities; protect privacy; protect families from uninvited or unwanted cable programming which is unsuitable for children and give cable operators authority to refuse to transmit programs or portions of programs on public or leased access channels which contain obscenity, indecency, or nudity.”).
19 47 U.S.C. § 230(e)(1) (“No provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content provider.”).
20 Alina Selyukh, Section 230: A Key Legal Shield for Facebook, Google Is About to Change, NPR (Mar. 21, 2018, 5:11 AM), https://www.npr.org/sections/althtechconsidered/2018/03/21/591622450/section-230-a-key-legal-shield-for-facebook-google-is-about-to-change (“Section 230 is also tied to some of the worst stuff on the Internet, protecting sites when they host revenge porn, extremely gruesome videos or violent death threats. The broad leeway given to Internet companies represents power without responsibility,” that “[t]he original purpose of this law was to help clean up the Internet, not to facilitate people doing bad things on the Internet[,]” and “[t]he original purpose hasn’t always prevailed in court.”).
right of action Congress created,\(^{21}\) as well as by pursuing other avenues for relief, including state-level trafficking laws. Many of these efforts, however, were met with the defendants claiming that Section 230 granted them immunity from liability even for such potentially criminal behavior.\(^{22}\) Several courts using cases predating the enactment of the Trafficking Victims Protection Act agreed.\(^{23}\) Prosecutors, survivors, and deceased victims’ families were left outside the courthouse door.

In 2017, after a two-year investigation into online sex trafficking, Congress sought to clarify Section 230 and return it to its original intent—limited immunity for good Samaritans, not de facto absolute immunity for criminal behavior. Subsequently, the House began consideration of the Allow States to Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act (FOSTA) and the Senate advanced the Stop Enabling Sex Traffickers Act (SESTA).\(^{24}\) Ultimately, Congress passed what this Essay refers to as “FOSTA–SESTA” due to the many machinations of both bills. The end result was, \textit{inter alia}, the minor clarification that Section 230 “was never intended to provide legal protection to websites that unlawfully promote and facilitate prostitution and websites that facilitate traffickers in advertising the sale of unlawful sex acts with sex trafficking victims.”\(^{25}\) Consequently, Section 230 was clarified to exclude from immunity certain civil actions and state criminal actions regarding sex trafficking.\(^{26}\)

I. A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE COMPLEX RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BUSINESS INTERESTS AND SLAVERY

Many parallels exist between human trafficking in the twenty-first century and slavery in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. This Essay in no way equates contemporary human trafficking with the horrors of state-sanctioned slavery, which forcibly brought millions to the Western world through the trans-Atlantic slave trade. While the two practices are distinct, with one being explicitly state-sanctioned and socially accepted, parallels nonetheless exist. One specific parallel this Essay explores is that of the role of business

---


\(^{23}\) \textit{Jane Doe No. 1}, 817 F.3d 12; \textit{M.A. ex rel. P.K.}, 809 F. Supp. 2d at 1043.


\(^{25}\) \textit{Allow States and Victims to Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act of 2017}, at § 2(1).

community in perpetuating such exploitation, placing profit before victims, and their efforts to impede forces working to end human trafficking.

In addition to being morally repugnant and an affront to human dignity, antebellum slavery was an economic system whose beneficiaries were not only the slave traders, but the slave owners, manufacturers of textiles and other products, and consumers of these items. As a result, when the abolitionist movement began to take hold, some business entities, perhaps acknowledging moral reservations regarding slavery, offered reasons why slavery itself should continue. These businesses essentially treated slavery as an acceptable price to pay for lower priced goods and increased profits. That is to say, they justified the exploitation of the vulnerable by pointing to the money saved or made from their exploitation. This Part will outline some common arguments justifying the continued use of the trans-Atlantic slave trade in the nineteenth century. A comparison of those arguments with arguments made today by businesses who benefit from human trafficking or an unregulated Internet demonstrates their striking similarities.

A. Historical Arguments Justifying Acceptance of Slavery

Many businesses profited from slavery, not just plantation owners, but those collateral to slavery, like financial and transportation businesses. They, like their contemporary counterparts, offered a variety of arguments to rationalize the perpetuation of slavery. This Essay focuses on three. These include an argument that if slavery ended, the entire economic system would collapse. Given the amount of money made by various businesses collateral to slavery, they argued it should continue to avoid catastrophic economic costs. Businesses also asserted a second argument, that if they did not do business with slave traders, other, less savory, characters would do so. Therefore, it was better if they did business in the open, rather than in the shadows. Finally, the claim persisted that slavery was, in fact, not as bad as the media claimed it to be and instead characterized some elements of slavery as a choice made by those

29 Robert Higgs, Ten Reasons Not to Abolish Slavery, FOUND. FOR ECON. EDUC. (Nov. 18, 2009), https://fee.org/articles/ten-reasons-not-to-abolish-slavery/.
exploited.31 A similar argument asserted that although slavery was not ideal, it was better than the alternatives, which would lead to even more suffering by the victims.32 These arguments may differ in their degree of acknowledgement that slavery has a social cost. However, they share the same central reasoning that, no matter how bad slavery may have been, it was justified because of the money generated.

B. Contemporary Businesses Which Enable Online Trafficking Benefit Directly or Indirectly from an Unregulated Internet

Just as legitimate businesses once profited from slavery, some businesses today profit from illegal activity, including human trafficking. For example, Forbes magazine reported that Ben Edelman, a Harvard Business School professor, estimated that Google earned millions of dollars (and approximately 2% of its revenue) from unlawful content.33 This included $500 million dollars Google forfeited relating to its role in illegal pharmaceutical sales alone.34 This is true for online sex trafficking as well—many in the tech industry directly or indirectly benefit from it. “Among Google’s worst infractions are advertising revenues from what [Professor] Edelman alleges are other kinds of unlawful material—such as child sex trafficking—that Google allows or fails to block.”35 Similarly, a 2013 consumer advocacy report alleged that Google and YouTube profited from videos that sexually exploited children.36 The report asserted that YouTube directly profited from the videos that exploited underage girls by running advertisements to those videos.37 While Google claimed to scrub its site of such videos, eighth months later researchers reported many of them were still available.38

32 See generally Higgs, supra note 29.
34 See Cohan, supra note 33.
35 See id.
37 See generally id.
38 DIG. CITIZENS ALL., DIGITAL WEEDS: HOW GOOGLE CONTINUES TO ALLOW BAD ACTORS TO FLOURISH ON YOUTUBE 1, 10 (2014), https://www.digitalcitizensalliance.org/clientuploads/directory/Reports/digital-
Similarly, some hosts of sex-trafficking advertisements, such as Craigslist and Backpage, profited from these advertisements. They initially resisted any efforts to clean their platforms from sex trafficking advertisements. While Craigslist eventually stopped its domestic online adult services advertisements after significant pressure from many of the country’s state attorneys general, Backpage picked up the mantle. Unlike Craigslist, Backpage’s business model was entirely based on adult services advertisements. As the Internet contains the largest open market for sex trafficking, other large platforms have also been accused of profiting from advertising revenue from prostitution and sex trafficking.

When it comes to online sex trafficking, these companies also profit indirectly from an unregulated Internet. The Internet has been largely unregulated since its inception. Indeed, Internet platforms have enjoyed a de facto immunity from criminal prosecution due to this incorrect interpretation of Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act. Congress initially enacted Section 230 when the Internet was in its infancy to shield users from objectionable content and protect “good Samaritan” companies from liability for filtering such content. However, until the recent amendment to Section 230, tech platforms used it to partner with sex traffickers, profit from online advertising, and claim immunity for doing so.

---

40 Id. at 31–32; SENATE REPORT, supra note 9, at 20–21.
44 Danielle Keats Citron & Benjamin Wittes, The Internet Will Not Break: Denying Bad Samaritans § 230 Immunity, 86 FORDHAM L. REV. 401, 404, 408 (2017) (“The broad construction of the CDA’s immunity provision adopted by the courts have produced an immunity from liability that is far more sweeping than anything the law’s words, context and history support.”); see Leary, supra note 14, at 573.
46 See, e.g., Leary, supra note 14, at 571–72.
immunity emerged, allowing such platforms to exist in the open and operate with impunity.47

This broad de facto immunity is central to an unregulated Internet and is valued by big tech platforms like Google and Facebook. These platforms initially opposed closing this unintended loophole because they oppose any form of amendment to Section 230 that could in any way decrease their de facto absolute immunity. This immunity gives online entities an extreme competitive advantage over other non-digital competitors.48

Google, Facebook, and its digital rights advocates like the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) objected so strongly to the effort to close the Section 230 loophole because they rely on it to make these companies unlike any companies that have ever existed before: media companies in every way, but unaccountable as media companies always have been.49

C. Contemporary Businesses Make Parallel Arguments Against Anti-Exploitation Policies

Just as many industries that benefited from antebellum slavery opposed ending it because of their economic interests, today, many of the industries that enjoy the business advantage of immunity also oppose legislative changes to that immunity. These entities have articulated numerous arguments defending Section 230 as written,50 while simultaneously recognizing the harm that their interpretation caused children and vulnerable women sold online by human traffickers. In so doing, they made very similar arguments to those made by nineteenth-century slavery advocates and apologists.

First, big tech and their surrogates advance a modern-day version of the economic collapse argument, arguing that amending Section 230 to protect victims from sex trafficking would “spell disaster for innovation”51 and that the

47 See, e.g., id. at 573.
48 For a comprehensive discussion of the de facto immunity Section 230 provides, see Leary, supra note 14, at 573–94.
51 E.g., David Greene, EFF Sues to Invalidate FOSTA, an Unconstitutional Internet Censorship Law, ELECTRONIC FRONTIER FOUND. (June 28, 2018), https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2018/06/eff-sues-invalidat-
modern Internet is “only possible” with an untouched and strong Section 230. Google’s chief lobbyist, former congresswoman Susan Molinari, claimed that even a minor statutory clarification would “be a disaster” for the Internet. This position mirrors the commercial interests during antebellum slavery, which argued that although slavery was bad, the economic effect of ending slavery was worse. Despite these dour predictions, Congress provided a minor statutory clarification of Section 230 through FOSTA–SESTA. Fortunately, just as the economy did not fall apart when slavery ended following the Civil War and Reconstruction, the minor clarification of Section 230 did not end the Internet. As predicted by Professor Danielle Citron and Benjamin Wittes, the Internet “did not break” when Congress clarified Section 230 to return it to its original purpose—to provide limited protection for good Samaritans. But the argument nevertheless persisted.

Second, these entities and their surrogates also mirrored the argument that if they do not do business with traffickers, then other, less responsible actors will. It is true that many legitimate businesses contribute a great deal to thwart trafficking through their philanthropic efforts, partnering with civil society, and complying with the law that mandates them to report exploitative content. However, compliance with the law is a necessary part of corporate citizenship,

---

52 E.g., Elliot Harmon, FOSTA Would Be a Disaster for Online Communities, ELECTRONIC FRONTIER FOUND. (Feb. 22, 2018) https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2018/02/fosta-would-be-disaster-online-communities.
54 See, e.g., Higgins, supra note 29.
55 See supra notes 24–26 and accompanying text.
56 Citron & Wittes, supra note 44, at 404.
not a reason for de facto immunity.

During the debate around Backpage’s value and its role in sex trafficking, the argument that worse actors exist emerged. This is one of the main arguments made by members of the tech industry. Many in the tech industry recognized the open market of human beings, but claimed that if Backpage was shut down or exposed to liability when it knowingly partnered with sex traffickers, these human traffickers would then migrate to less savory platforms or to the “dark web” where they will exist beyond the reach of law enforcement.\(^{59}\) Relatedly, they also claimed that such a change in their immunity would cause other entities to overregulate and perhaps impact business freedoms.\(^{60}\) This argument, which justifies immunity for those engaging in criminal activity by pointing out that worse actors will also engage in this highly profitable form of exploitation, is misplaced. It ignores one of the many purposes of anti-trafficking legislation.

Indeed, just as it was important to end publicly sanctioned slavery, one goal of the legislation seeking to close this loophole (through FOSTA–SESTA) was to disrupt the market of sex trafficking and remove it from occurring out in the open with impunity. Though no one piece of legislation could end sex trafficking, Congress understood that sex trafficking was an economic enterprise that, if made too difficult to efficiently operate, would eventually decline. It is true that, even after the closing of the loophole, sex trafficking continues, but has been substantially disrupted.\(^{61}\) Fortunately, the passage of FOSTA–SESTA, as well as the indictment of Backpage and seizure of its assets, effectively ended an open and mainstream marketplace for the sale of trafficking victims.\(^{62}\) Though many in the anti-sex trafficking movement argue for bold and far-reaching change, incremental actions like this, which have the effect of substantially disrupting the industry, are essential to disrupting this criminal enterprise.

Just as the proponents of slavery argued that slavery was not as terrible as

---


\(^{60}\) Id.


the abolitionists suggested, the companies and their surrogates similarly minimize the horrors of sex trafficking. More precisely, they now try to present, and superficially embrace, the arguments of “sex workers,” positing that sexual exploitation is often a choice. In so doing so, they embrace the organizations who promote the legalization of prostitution—not survivors of sex trafficking who overwhelmingly opposed their arguments. This is akin to the historical argument that slavery is not really as bad as the media makes it out to be and that many people choose this way of life. The reality is that sex trafficking perpetuates extreme victimization and abuse, which is why the final version of FOSTA–SESTA was supported by every major victim and survivor organization in the country.

II. METHODS OF ADVANCING POSITIONS THAT HURT THE ANTI-TRAFFICKING EFFORTS

History often repeats itself. The scope of corporate influence on sex trafficking and the deliberate nature of its efforts echo the actions of pro-slavery entities from two centuries ago. This section addresses the contemporary efforts taken by some tech interests that benefit from sex trafficking or an unregulated Internet today. Such efforts mirror their pro-slavery predecessors in antebellum America who benefited from slavery.

A. Cultivating Surrogates

The face of antebellum slavery was not only plantation owners and slave traders—it also included corollary businesses that benefited from the institution. Those actors attempted to justify the exploitation with arguments grounded in economics and maintaining their profits. Today, the same can be said for some tech companies and organizations that incorporate similar logic. They do so

63 E.g., Dia Kayyali, Protecting Your Anonymity and Privacy: A How-to for Sex Workers, ELECTRONIC FRONTIER FOUND.: DEEPLINKS BLOG (July 1, 2014); Aaron Mackey & Elliot Harmon, Congress Censors the Internet, but EFF Continues to Fight FOSTA: 2018 in Review, ELECTRONIC FRONTIER FOUND.: DEEPLINKS BLOG (Dec. 29, 2018).


66 Joint Statement, supra note 61.
utilizing a variety of methods.

Some tech companies advance their positions using diverse mechanisms. At times, they publicly and directly take positions that potentially benefit sex traffickers, such as opposing any limits to Section 230 immunity. However, a company exposes itself to risk by publicly taking positions that are perceived to be antithetical to American or consumer values. When pressure mounts against these distasteful positions, these businesses are nonetheless able to advance their positions by furtively cultivating a group of surrogates in the form of ostensibly “independent” nonprofit organizations and other entities. The Washington Post tracked Google’s efforts in this regard: it referred to Google as a “master of Washington influence” after detailing its creation of support of surrogates.67 In 2014, Google donated to over 130 trade associations, advocacy groups, and think tanks, twice the number it did in 2010.68 The Director Emeritus of USC’s Annenberg Innovation Lab noted in the New York Times that Google also funded academics and think tanks and paid for over 100 research papers that promoted their interests.69 These papers were then utilized by Google and its surrogates to influence the congressional committees and federal agencies charged with overseeing Google’s business interests.70 Although corporate philanthropy to nonprofit organizations can be an indication of good corporate citizenship, using philanthropy to advance business positions is not an exercise in conscientious corporate citizenship.

Amici in a pending Supreme Court case documented this practice within the context of cy pres awards.71 They asserted that

Google seeds and funds some of its most loyal academic and nonprofit allies by payments through cy pres awards in class action cases. Those recipients, in turn, have formally and informally supported or taken up Google’s causes in cases and controversies unrelated to the class action case that awarded cy pres funds.72

Amici noted that this relationship between Google and some of these

---

68 Id.
70 Id.
72 Id. at 5.
organizations is so close that at least one trial court ordered Google to disclose its financial support to organizations like the Berkman Center, the EFF, and Public Knowledge to assess its efforts to influence public opinion.\textsuperscript{73}

With regard to sex trafficking, Google has seemingly employed similar efforts. As discussed previously, Backpage was a major platform for sex trafficking. Congress, concerned with the growth of sex trafficking, took up the SAVE Act, which prohibited certain advertising of sex trafficking.\textsuperscript{74} In response, a group of organizations, representing themselves as committed to Internet freedom, signed a letter opposing the SAVE Act—many of them were directly funded by Google.\textsuperscript{75} This coalition successfully lobbied to remove provisions that would have held Backpage and others liable for recklessly disregarding the child sex trafficking occurring on its site.\textsuperscript{76}

This continued years later when big tech deployed these same groups to try to defeat FOSTA and SESTA. Several groups that received Google funding opposed SESTA and published dozens of opinion pieces, blog posts, and letters in opposition to the law.\textsuperscript{77} Many of the policy groups that adopted a public stance...
against the bill received support from Google.78

Of course, hundreds of organizations receive support from big tech and these organizations are certainly free to oppose any legislation they find objectionable. It is not unusual that the views of groups who receive corporate support overlap those of their corporate benefactors. However, a focus on a few examples underscores the familiar historical narrative of attempting to mainstream arguments that justify an acceptance of exploitation and the resulting need for transparency. The largest trade association for Internet companies is the Internet Association, whose members include Google, Amazon, eBay, and Facebook.79 It initially opposed both FOSTA and SESTA until SESTA was significantly narrowed in its favor.80 Even then, its support was offered only after two days of hearings where Congress inflicted on Google, Facebook, and Twitter withering criticism for their failure to self-regulate in the area of national security and hate speech.81 While the Internet Association ultimately put out a brief statement in support of SESTA, the level of its support is questionable.82

---


81 See Extremist Content and Russian Disinformation Online: Working with Tech to Find Solutions: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Crime & Terrorism of the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 115th Cong. (2017) (statements of Sen. Klobuchar, Member, S. Comm. on the Judiciary, on pending legislation and need for an ‘outside enforcer’ and Sen. Graham, Member, S. Comm. on the Judiciary, contrasting regulation in broadcast media and the lack of regulation in social media).

82 Nitasha Tiku, Are Tech Companies Trying to Derail the Sex-Trafficking Bill?, WIRED (Dec. 12, 2017, 8:00 AM), https://www.wired.com/story/are-tech-companies-trying-to-derail-sex-trafficking-bill/. Indeed, following these events, not only did a new tech-written bill emerge from the House, Craigslist “hired prominent Washington D.C. law firm Sidley Austin to advocate on Capitol Hill against” SESTA, Jon Gingerich, Craigslist Calls on Lobbying Support to Fight Sex Trafficking Bill, O’DWYER’S (Dec. 18, 2017), https://www.odwyerpr.
For example, NetChoice and the Internet Association share many members, including Facebook, Google, AOL, Airbnb, eBay, Expedia, and Lyft. NetChoice proposed a substitute proposal for FOSTA, which was widely opposed by survivor and victim groups. While its effort may have appeared supportive of legislation inhibiting sex trafficking, it was not. It contained new potential criminal charges but did not limit Section 230 immunity. Moreover, legislatively, if two different bills emerged from each chamber, they likely would die in committee, thus effectively killing the effort to return Section 230 immunity to its original form of limited immunity. Therefore, while the Internet Association publicly supported a narrow bill, its members, through surrogates such as NetChoice, took actions that indicated otherwise.

Further, groups like the Center for Democracy and Technology (CDT) and the EFF have opposed FOSTA–SESTA, and both have received funding from, and maintain significant connections to, Google and Facebook. It is alleged that the EFF, for example, received $1 million from Google in 2011, and its board currently consists of many members with close ties to Google. Similarly,
evidence exists that the CDT received $2.5 million from Google from 2010 through 2014, and $500,000 from Facebook in 2013 alone. For the CDT, these Google “donations amounted to more than double the amount contributed by any other company during the same period.” Furthermore, the CDT represents itself as a powerful consumer advocate and the EFF an advocate of digital privacy. Yet both were criticized for their conspicuous silence on the significant issue of Facebook’s data collection policies.

The EFF has a tacit willingness to advance the causes of tech giants against victims of trafficking, is demonstrated in its central role supporting Backpage, the CEO of which pleaded guilty to sex trafficking. Both the CDT and EFF worked for years to support Backpage’s public defense—a defense which Backpage’s CEO later admitted was false. They also led the charge opposing SESTA.

---


91 Brief of David Lowrey et al., supra note 71, at 9 n.4.


93 April Glaser, The Watchdogs that Didn’t Bark, SLATE (Apr. 19, 2018, 9:33 PM), https://slate.com/technology/2018/04/why-arent-privacy-groups-fighting-to-regulate-facebook.html (noting that the most digital privacy advocate groups, such as CDT, have done is “write blog posts and started initial conversations,” but are ultimately missing from the conversation).
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Taking Litigation Positions that Collaterally Facilitate Human Trafficking

The activity of those surrogates was not merely limited to position papers. By the early 2000s, the dominant player in online sex trafficking was Craigslist, and as the decade proceeded, Backpage came to embrace that role.98 The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children reported that 73% of the public tips received for suspected online child sex trafficking related to Backpage.99 Consequently, several victims of trafficking—and families of those killed after being trafficked online—attempted to sue Backpage under the private right of action within the Trafficking Victims Protection Act and its amendments.100 Similarly, some state prosecutors and local law enforcement officials attempted to pursue state-level criminal charges, relying on anti-sex trafficking laws and other charges.101 Craigslist and Backpage aggressively fought these charges in court, asserting that they were immune from liability under Section 230,102 even though this legal position had little resemblance to the original purpose of the law.103 Furthermore, Backpage was widely seen as enabling sex trafficking of women and minors. Yet they were assisted by big tech and its surrogates in their aggressive litigation stance to expand Section 230 well beyond its intended goal.

---
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Nicholas Kristof, a *New York Times* columnist who has covered human trafficking domestically and internationally, noted that organizations that Google founded have “for years been quietly helping Backpage.com, the website where most American victims of human trafficking are sold, to battle lawsuits from children sold there for sex.”\(^{104}\) It did so by funding many groups who supported Backpage’s claim. “Backpage’s active supporters have included EFF, CDT[,] and more than two dozen legal experts, lobbying firms and interest groups—all quietly supported behind the scenes by Alphabet Inc.’s key unit, Google.”\(^{105}\) The CDT and EFF worked at the center of this effort.\(^{106}\) Anti-sex trafficking organizations have argued that they helped support Backpage’s legal claims by financing these seemingly independent digital rights organizations to advance the same arguments.\(^ {107}\) For example, the EFF and CDT filed an amicus brief in support of Backpage in a Massachusetts civil lawsuit brought by three girls sold into sex trafficking on Backpage.\(^ {108}\)

Backpage’s aggressive litigation stance appears quite intentional. By asserting immunity, it precluded the cases from reaching the discovery phase and thereby prevented the world from accessing the internal documents displaying its connection to sex trafficking along the lines of those discovered by the Senate investigation. Since the time of these lawsuits, the U.S. Attorney for the District of Arizona has indicted Backpage—and its corporate leaders—on numerous counts relating to sex trafficking and other related offenses, and shut down the site.\(^ {109}\) This has been followed by several guilty pleas of some Backpage officers that revealed to the public a clearer picture of how Backpage conspired with sex traffickers. Backpage’s CEO Carl Ferrer pleaded guilty in Arizona federal court to conspiracy to facilitate prostitution in violation of the

\(^{104}\) Kristof, supra note 2.


\(^{108}\) Id.

Travel Act and acknowledged he conspired with other Backpage principals to knowingly facilitate prostitution and launder its proceeds. He also pleaded guilty, on behalf of Backpage, to a money-laundering conspiracy in which he acknowledged a company-wide culture of concealing and refusing to acknowledge the true prostitution nature of Backpage’s advertisements. Additionally, Ferrer pleaded guilty to conspiracy charges in California. Significantly, he also pleaded guilty on behalf of Backpage to human trafficking and money laundering charges in Texas. Backpage’s sales director, Dan Hyer, also pleaded guilty to conspiring to facilitate prostitution with the other principals. The other principals of Backpage have pleaded not guilty.

These pleas paint a profoundly disturbing picture of mainstream business entities and their surrogates supporting an entity in court which engaged in sex trafficking. The only reason to do so was to seek to continue de facto absolute immunity under Section 230. Like the sectors of the antebellum American economy that resisted an end to slavery, these commercial sectors would rather see online sex trafficking continue to exist, regardless of the irreparable harm to its survivors, rather than risk losing economic advantages provided by Section 230. Like their nineteenth-century counterparts, they are accepting unimaginable human suffering of the marginalized as a cost of doing business.

Some big tech actors and its surrogates have continued their court battles even after the passage of FOSTA. The EFF has facilitated a failed constitutional challenge to FOSTA in federal court. Although the lawsuit purportedly is on behalf of a number of groups, such as those advocating for legalized prostitution and a massage parlor owner, the EFF has called this “our lawsuit.” It even utilized a longtime Backpage attorney, Robert Corn-Revere, in this effort. The
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D.C. District Court dismissed the lawsuit due to lack of standing and a lack of case and controversy. In so doing, the court noted that the EFF’s expansive interpretation of FOSTA—which claimed the statute would chill speech—hurt advocates, and hurt legitimate business was too extreme a claim, unconvincing, and “flawed.”

C. Lobbying Legislatures with Positions that Extend Exploitation

Big tech has not limited its outsized influence to the courts, where legal decisions regarding Section 230 directly impact it. It has also greatly expanded its influence through direct lobbying and through utilizing its surrogates to influence lawmakers with positions that would be unpopular with the general public, like opposition to regulation of online sex traffickers.

Consider the growth of lobbying efforts by Google and its parent company, Alphabet Inc. In 2002, Google spent approximately $50,000 on direct lobbying; a little over one decade later it has been reported it was spending over $18 million. According to the Center for Responsive Politics, Alphabet spent more money on lobbying than any other company in 2017, and Google was in the top fifteen, surpassing AT&T and Boeing. Public Citizen described Google and Alphabet’s lobbying team as “skeletal” in 2004, but by 2014 it spent $1 million more than the biggest pharmaceutical companies. While they did not have a political action committee in 2004, by 2010 it controlled a PAC that Public Citizen described as “goliath.”

Obviously, major corporations such as Google and Facebook would expect to increase their lobbying presence as more of their work is exposed to the effects of government regulation. This is not necessarily nefarious and reflects an expected practice. However,

Google is not politically neutral. . . . It is at heart a libertarian firm[,] which believes above all that corporations should not be regulated by
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the government. Just as extreme lobbying by the bank industry led to a loosening of regulations, which then resulted in the great mortgage scam of 2008, Google’s efforts to keep the government out of its business may have deep implications for the next 10 years. 125

Of relevance here is the amount of money Google and Alphabet spent on issues solely regulating online sex trafficking. Of that $18 million, estimates range in the millions of dollars regarding how much was spent to combat FOSTA and other sex trafficking initiatives, like regulation to determine the age of those appearing in online advertisements for sex. 126 Ironically, Google and Alphabet argued that one of the reasons it opposed FOSTA–SESTA was that it violated privacy. 127 Yet, Google and Facebook have been at the center of scandal involving their own routine data breaches and violations privacy rights. 128

Significantly, estimates of the cost of Google’s lobbying efforts do not—and cannot—include efforts on lobbying spent by the organizations heavily funded by big tech. A major example of this is Engine. Google publicly opposed FOSTA, 129 and after Google was criticized for that position, its public opposition to the bill became more quiet. 130 In its place, Engine emerged as one of the main public figures opposed to the bill—of the $120,000 that Engine spent on lobbying in 2017, about half of it was alleged to be dedicated toward fighting the sex trafficking legislation. 131 Google then pointed to the statement made by Engine officials as reason not to support the bills, 132 despite the fact that Google acknowledged funding Engine. 133
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Many other big tech funded organizations worked against FOSTA–SESTA. The EFF strongly opposed the legislation throughout the legislative process. Big tech has long funded the Internet Association to advance its agenda.\textsuperscript{134} The Internet Association also testified against regulation.\textsuperscript{135} While it claimed to be a good actor in this space, assisting law enforcement and non-governmental organizations, the Internet Association argued that Section 230 was a “key tool that allows internet companies to make good Samaritan efforts to fight against trafficking and other forms of abuse without facing broader legal risk for doing so.”\textsuperscript{136} Moreover, Consumer Watchdog has also found links between Google and several lobbying firms who registered several meetings on Capitol Hill to stop FOSTA–SESTA.\textsuperscript{137} Therefore, both directly and indirectly some in big tech facilitate lobbying Congress against any Internet regulation, even if it protects children and the marginalized.

D. Lobbying the Executive Branch

It is an open question as to whether big tech succeeded in its lobbying efforts on Capitol Hill. Although Congress clarified the outdated Section 230 for the first time in the thirty years since its enactment, the amendment was very narrow. It only disposed of immunity if a website \textit{knowingly} participated in a sex trafficking venture, rather than if it \textit{recklessly} did so—which was part of the original legislative proposal of FOSTA.\textsuperscript{138} That being said, big tech and its surrogates did not miss a beat in advancing their agenda of an unregulated Internet to another forum.

\textsuperscript{134} \textit{Our Members}, supra note 79.  
Big tech has been trying for years to have immunity protection for digital intermediaries exported from the United States throughout the world. They have been unsuccessful, as much of the rest of the world protects individual privacy much more vigorously. Consequently, companies like Google and Facebook have faced significant opposition in Europe and elsewhere. However, in 2017, the Internet Association published a white paper, *Modernizing NAFTA*, that sought to include Section 230-like immunity provision in the United States–Mexico–Canada Trade Agreement (USMCA), which is intended to replace NAFTA. Later in 2017, while publicly opposing FOSTA–SESTA, Google’s lobbyist was lobbying the U.S. Trade Representative to include this provision in the USMCA. In 2018, this language was successfully inserted into the Agreement due in part to a former attorney for the Internet Association working as a White House adviser on technology. This provision was widely opposed by victims and survivors of sex trafficking. The Section 230 immunity was placed in Article 19 of the new agreement. However, a compromise was reached for Annex 19-A, in which a specific reference to FOSTA–SESTA was included to not provide immunity for knowingly facilitating sex trafficking or prostitution. While that addition may appear to be harmless, it means that big
tech has successfully changed the landscape of the international arena. Now countries may become obligated to change their laws to reflect the terms of the USMCA. With future trade agreements a focus of the current Administration, big tech appears to have successfully circumvented the law at the cost of sex trafficking victims. As such, the USMCA was considered a “big win” for tech. In the end, big tech has taken steps to demand influence in all branches of government.

CONCLUSION

The existence of slavery in the United States is a dark stain on American history. How a civilized society could tolerate such exploitation seems inexplicable by contemporary standards. But a review of the relevant history reveals one reason why antebellum slavery continued as long as it did: the support it received from economic interests that benefited directly and indirectly from the exploitation. Sadly, that reality is once again apparent today as modern forms of exploitation continue. Human trafficking thrives in the world in part because it is profitable to the traffickers. It is so profitable that legitimate businesses that benefit from it—or from the structures that allow it to thrive—are willing to tolerate it. More insidiously, however, they are willing to actively thwart efforts to end human trafficking if such efforts will negatively affect their bottom line. This is particularly problematic when such actors have millions of dollars at their disposal to support traffickers in court and influence legislators and administrations. The first step to ending human trafficking is to know who supports the traffickers, and it is clear we know some mainstream businesses do. Human trafficking cannot be defeated until such entities are willing to place human beings above profits.
